
HOW TO WRITE A STORY PROBLEM FOR DIVISION OF FRACTIONS

Word Problems with Division of Fractions We will look at a problem where it is necessary to divide fractions to solve.
Let's look at an example.

Click here to grab some free printables to help your students with solving word problems involving
multiplying mixed numbers. This really helps the students conceptually understand the operations. Are you
ready to begin? This will help them if they choose the wrong operation. Those fraction word problems are
always pretty tricky for my students. Upload Pictures or Graphics optional [? What did you think of this post?
I do this activity with partners or small groups pulling a group to work with me that may struggle based on
previous assessments using exit slips , but this could also be done as a math center activity. We divide by
taking the reciprocal of the second fraction and multiplying: Then we simplify: She made 6 portions. Discuss
the answer and determine if it makes sense. Use keywords for division story problems. My students then use
this chart and the printable version I provide â€” available for free in the next section to support them as they
solve word problems. Especially when you throw in new concepts like multiplying and dividing fractions.
Reminder: I teach both of these concepts separately for about a week each. Here are my go-to introductory
word problems for when I first introduce multiplying and dividing fractions again I introduce each one
separately. To do this, I use this anchor chart to show some of the situations and contexts that require
multiplication and division of fractions. Hatter has also had publication on home improvement websites such
as Redbeacon. References Purple Math: Translating Word Problems: Keywords About the Author Kathryn
Hatter is a veteran home-school educator, as well as an accomplished gardener, quilter, crocheter, cook,
decorator and digital graphics creator. She divided the fudge into 4 equal containers. Since it is impossible to
expose students to every type of situation and context, the blurb at the end of the chart is key. Word problems
present situations in which students must use the information to determine the formula for finding a solution.
The word problems were specifically written to match the contexts from the chart so this is a great extension
of the lesson involving the anchor chart. Click here or on the image above to download the multiplying and
dividing fractions word problem sort and a printable version of the anchor chart. Read it again, if needed based
on the level of my students Have the students retell the problem with partners in their own words. How much
fudge did she put in each container? Carry out the operation. You can wrap a word in square brackets to make
it appear bold. With practice, students will learn how to identify and solve division story problems. I do this by
using resources from my Multiplying and Dividing Fractions resource. For example [my story] would show as
my story on the Web page containing your word problem. We discuss each one and how it relates back to
multiplication and division. Learn More:.


